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Overview 

In this paper we extend the typology of valence through 
an investigation of lexical restrictions on two lesser 
known alternations: 

(i) valence-increasing associated motion (AM) 
constructions, and  

(ii) a related derivation that demotes the goal of 
associated motion verbs, known as the associated 
motion oblique (AM.OBL) 

Our data come from the Lou variety of Nuer (West 
Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan) spoken in South Sudan (see Reid 
2019).  
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Associated motion 

AM is a grammatical category that indicates a core (lexical) event is associated with a motion co-event. The 
motion can be before, after or simultaneous with the core event (Koch 1984, Guillaume 2016, Belkadi 2016). 

(1)   làaJ-J 

 urinate-ITV 

 ‘Go and urinate there!’ 

 Anywa (Reh 1996: 254) 

(2)   i-ššǝγæ=ǝ́dd 

 3SGM-work.PFV=VEN 

 ‘He came working (he was working as he came).’ 

 Tamashek (Heath 2005: 599) 

(3)   ŋ lèé  jè   sìí 

 1SG eat  VEN  meat   

   ‘I ate the meat (somewhere else and came back).’ 

   Lele (Frajzyngier 2001:194)  

ventive (VEN)/centripetal (CPT) 
motion towards the deictic centre 
 
itive (ITV)/centrifugal (CFG) 
motion away from the deictic 
centre or motion that is not 
centripetal 
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Valence increasing operations 

Cross-linguistically, the goal of motion of AM verbs often has no overt expression and rarely has argument 
properties. When it does affect valency, this is usually sporadic and highly restricted (e.g. Payne 2021).  

In a handful of languages (e.g. Lou Nuer and Tungusic languages) associated motion is a more robust valence-
increasing operation. 

 

(4)   nan  ga-sči-na-ri-n          akan-taki-n         asatkam 

 and  take-CONAT-AM-PST-3SG   father-ALL-POSS.3SG   girl.ACC  

 ‘And he went to her father to ask for (lit. take) the girl (in marriage).’  

 Bystraja Even (Pakendorf & Stoynova 2021: 867)  

 

In (4), the allative argument ‘to her father’ is licensed by the presence of the AM derivation.  

Note that there is no overt motion verb in the sentence that could otherwise license the goal of motion. 
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Intellectual puzzle 

 
 Given that motion co-events are conceptually possible with a wide range of events, which types of 

verbs have valence increasing AM forms? 

 Do the predicates that participate in AM cluster in semantically coherent ways? 

 What types of principles motivate observed lexical restrictions/constraints/effects? 
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Nuer morphology and phonology 

Key facts about morphology: 

 Morphology is extremely complex and largely non-concatenative, with length (short, long and 
overlong), tone (low, mid and high) and vowel quality alternations playing a major role. 

 

Table 1. Selected transitive, associated motion and associated motion oblique forms for ne ̤̄e r ‘greet’ 

 

  

ne ̤̄e r ‘greet’ TR AM AM.OBL 

1SG néeerʌ ̤̀  nèeerʌ  ́ nēerʌ  ́

3SG ne ́e e rɛ̤̀ ne ̤̀e e rɛ́  ne ̤̄e rɛ́ 

NF ne ̤̄e r néeer ne ̤̀e r 
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Key facts about argument marking in Nuer 

 Pronominal arguments have (at least) two forms: subject/topic and object. 

 Three nominal cases: nominative (NOM), genitive (GEN) and locative (LOC); most nouns have a 
syncretic GEN/LOC form. Some, but not all, nouns referring to places have distinct locative forms. 

 Both core arguments of transitive verbs occur in the nominative case. 

 Non-selected arguments and adjuncts require a preposition (kʌ ̤́ ‘to’ + NOM or kɛ̄ ‘with/for’ + NOM). 

 Auxiliaries and inflected verbs agree with the subject. 

(5)     bóol cɛ̤̀            ɟʌ ĺ         wʌ ̤̄   kʌ  ́   ru ṳ́p        /  kʌ  ́  dɛ̤̀ɛŋ   /  bɛ̤̄      kʌ  ́ ŋʌ ̤̄  

             Bol           PFV.3SG    walk.IN.NF   go   PREP  forest.SG.NOM /  PREP  Deng /  come    PREP 1SG.PRO 

            ‘Bol walked to the forest/to Deng/to me.’ 
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Associated motion in Lou Nuer 

In (6) the verb expresses a regular transitive event, while in (7) the same event takes place whilst the agent 
simultaneously moves towards a goal of motion. The verb forms in (6) and (7) differ in length, vowel quality 
and tone. 

 

(6)    kʌ ʌ́  ʌ        cɛ̤̀       ŋɔ ̤̀ɔ m-dɛ̤̀            páat            (káak-ʌ ̤̀)  

 hunter.SG  PFV.3SG   knife.SG-SG.3SG.POSS   sharpen.TR.NF   farm.SG-LOC  

 ‘The hunter sharpened his knife (in the farm).’ 

(7)   kʌ ʌ́  ʌ        cɛ̤̀       ŋɔ ̤̀ɔ m-dɛ̤̀            pà a a t         káak-ʌ ̤̀  

 hunter.SG  PFV.3SG   knife.SG-SG.3SG.POSS   sharpen.AM.NF  farm.SG-LOC  

 ‘The hunter sharpened his knife whilst going to the farm.’  
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Animate goals 

When a location is used as a goal it occurs in the locative case, animates used as goals must be in the 
nominative, as in (8). Pronouns used as goals occur in a non-topic form. 

 

(8)   kʌ ʌ́  ʌ        cɛ̤̀      ŋɔ ̤̀ɔ m-dɛ̤̀           pà a a t         gàt        [*gàt-ʌ ̤̀] 

 hunter.SG  PFV.3SG  knife.SG-SG.3SG.POSS  sharpen.AM.NF  child.SG(NOM)  [child.SG-GEN/LOC] 

 ‘The hunter sharpened his knife whilst going to the child.’ 

 
This indicates that the nouns are being treated as core arguments rather than adjuncts. 
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Centripetal and centrifugal forms 

Some Lou Nuer verbs distinguish centripetal (CTP) (towards the deictic centre) and centrifugal (CTF) (not 
towards the deictic centre) forms. 

 

(9)   bóol   cɛ̤̀      dɛ̤̀ɛŋ     ɰóoɰ 

 Bol   PFV.3SG  Deng    push.TR.NF 

 ‘Bol pushed Deng.’ 

(10)   bóol   cɛ̤̀      dɛ̤̀ɛŋ     ɰòo          ŋʌ ̤̄ 

 Bol   PFV.3SG  Deng    push.AM.CTP.NF    1SG.PRO 

 ‘Bol pushed Deng whilst coming to me.’ 

(11)   bóol   cɛ̤̀      dɛ̤̀ɛŋ     ɰɔ́aa          kwʌ ʌ́  ʌ  r 

 Bol   PFV.3SG  Deng    push.AM.CTF.NF     king.SG(NOM) 

 ‘Bol pushed Deng whilst going to the king.’ 
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Oblique alternation 

Some verbs in Lou Nuer have a further oblique alternation. In (14), the verb has a distinct form and the 
obligatory goal of motion is expressed obliquely in a prepositional phrase.  

 

(12)   cʌ  ́    ti̪  í  i  ɰ       lɛ́p             

 PFV.1SG  door.SG   open.TR.NF      

 ‘I opened the door.’ 

(13)   cʌ  ́    ti̪  í  i  ɰ       lɛ̤̀ap        rɛ̤̄j  

 PFV.1SG  door.SG   open.AM.NF   inside(LOC) 

 ‘I opened the door whilst going inside.’ 

(14)   cʌ  ́    ti̪  í  i  ɰ     lɛ̤̀p            kʌ  ́   rɛ̤̄j  

 PFV.1SG  door.SG   open.AM.OBL.NF   PREP  inside(LOC) 

 ‘I opened the door whilst going inside.’  
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Evidence for a valence change 

Key evidence: 

 AM forms are morphologically distinct derivation(s). 

 They introduce an obligatory goal of motion (with transitive verbs). 

 When this goal is an animate, it occurs in the nominative case (like other core arguments). 

 Goals of motion occur closer to the verb stem than locational adjuncts. 

 AM forms alternate with a “reduced valence” construction in which the goal of motion is obliquely 
encoded yet still obligatory. 

 Morphophonological patterns suggest that oblique forms are (at least historically) derived from 
associated motion forms, rather than directly from transitives (i.e. they reduce the valence of the AM 
forms). 
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Lexical variation 

Lexical variation across different transitive verbs gives rise to different alternation patterns. Some verbs have 
no associated motion forms, others have just one of the two types and some verbs have both types. Whether 
the goal was ever reached is not discernible from its encoding. 

Table 2. Variation across lexical classes 

No AM forms AM only AM.OBL only 
Distinct AM and 
AM.OBL forms 

Syncretic AM and 
AM.OBL forms 

máat ̪‘drink’ 
ŋi  ̤̀e e j ‘learn’ 
ŋáat ̪‘believe’ 
bat ̪‘lose’ 

ɰɔ́ɔɰ ‘push’ 
gɔ́n ‘carry horizontally’ 
ŋu ̤̀ɔ ɰ ‘cut’ 
pi  í  m ‘punch’ 

lɪḿ ‘beg’ 
ɟʊ́ʊj ‘eat cartilages 
from’ 

gu ́ṳṳr ‘peel off (skin)’ 
ne ́e r ‘greet’  
ɲɔ́n ‘drink milk from 
under’ 

páat ‘sharpen’ 
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Highly agentive agents 

The primary figure of motion (A) must be highly agentive e.g. experiencers of psych verbs, and subjects of 
affected-agent verbs (Næss 2007) involving ingestion and acquisition of knowledge are not sufficiently 
agentive to permit an associated motion reading. 

Table 3. Examples of verbs without any AM forms in Lou Nuer based on categories in Malchukov (2005) 

Affected agent Perception Cognition Emotion Sensation 

máat ̪‘drink’ 
càm ‘eat’ 
ŋi  ̤̀e e j ‘learn’ 
kwɛ́ɛn ‘read’ 

nɛ́ɛn ‘see’ 
gwɪɪ́j ‘look at’ 
mé t ‘taste’ 
lɪŋ́ ‘hear’ 
 

ŋá j ‘know’ 
cáaar ‘think about’ 
ŋáat ̪‘believe’ 
 
 

go ́o r ‘want/need’ 
bɛ́ɛɛj ‘fancy’ 
 

cṳɔ j ‘be tired’ 
bɛ́aaj ‘be in pain’  

 
DECREASING AGENTIVITY 
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AM only verbs 

The patient (P) must be highly patientive to belong to the class of verbs that don’t have an oblique alternation, 
although this is a less robust generalisation, suggesting orthogonal factors. 

Table 4. Examples of verbs only with AM forms in Lou Nuer based on categories in Malchukov (2005) 

Effective action Contact Pursuit Interaction 

cut 
break 
crush 
roast 
burn 
weave 
plait  

lick 
punch 
box 
beat 
spank 
walk past and push away 

follow 
chase 

help 
serve 
 

 
DECREASING AFFECTEDNESS OF PATIENT 
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Implicit goal verbs 

Verbs that involve a change of location with implicit goals cannot encode their goals of motion obliquely: 

 

(15)   cʌ  ́    kɛ̤̀ɛɛt   gōon                  ru ṳ́ṳp        (*kʌ  ́ru úp/*kwʌ ʌ́  ʌ  r/*kʌ  ́kwʌ ʌ́  ʌ  r) 

 PFV.1SG  stick.SG  carry.horizontally.AM.NF    forest.SG.LOC 

 ‘I carried the stick horizontally to the forest.’ 

(16)   cʌ  ́    kɛ̤̀ɛɛt   gɔ́n                    ru ṳ́ṳp        (*kʌ  ́ru ṳ́p) 

 PFV.1SG  stick.SG  carry.horizontally.TR.NF    forest.SG.LOC 

 ‘I carried the stick horizontally in the forest.’ 

 
Similar verbs include: náŋ ‘take’, káp ‘carry on head’, la  a t ̪‘put (down)’, etc. 
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Verbs with and without an oblique alternation 

‘push’ 
Singulative Multiplicative 

Centripetal Centrifugal Centripetal Centrifugal 

NON-OBLIQUE 
ɰōoɰ-ʌ  ́
ɰō̤ o ɰ-ɛ́ 
ɰòo 

ɰɔ́aaɰ-ʌ ̤̀ 
ɰɔ́ɔɰ-ɛ̤̀ 
ɰɔ́aa 

 

OBLIQUE  
ɰɔ̤̄aaɰ-ʌ  ́
ɰɔ̤̄ɔɰ-ɛ ́
ɰɔ̤̀ɔ 

 

‘drink milk from 
under’ 

Singulative Multiplicative 

Centripetal Centrifugal  Centripetal Centrifugal 

NON-OBLIQUE 
ɲɔ́an-ʌ ̤̀ 
ɲɔ́n-ɛ̤̀ 
ɲɔ̤̀an 

ɲòoon-ʌ ́ 
ɲò̤  oo n-ɛ ́
ɲò̤  o o n 

OBLIQUE 
ɲɔ́an-ʌ ̤̀ 
ɲɔ́n-ɛ̤̀ 
ɲɔ̤̀n 

ɲōoon-ʌ ́
ɲō̤ o o n-ɛ ́
ɲó o o n 
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AM.OBL only verbs 

A few verbs, like lɪ ̤́m ‘beg’, don’t have an AM~AM.OBL contrast, and always have an oblique goal. We 
hypothesise that this is because kʌ ̤́ otherwise indicates a source with this verb. 

 

(17)   bóol   cɛ̤̀      dɛ̤̀ɛŋ/kwʌ ń    lɪḿ                         PSOURCE/PTHEME     

 Bol   PFV.3SG  Deng/food.SG  beg.TR.NF    

 ‘Bol begged Deng/for food.’ 

(18)   bóol   cɛ̤̀      dɛ̤̀ɛŋ     lɪḿ        kɛ̤̄   kwʌ ń             PSOURCE + OBLTHEME      

 Bol   PFV.3SG  Deng    beg.TR.NF     for  food.SG 

 ‘Bol begged Deng for food.’ 

(19)   bóol   cɛ̤̀      kwʌ ń     lɪḿ        kʌ  ́   dɛ̤̀ɛŋ            PTHEME  + OBLSOURCE   

 Bol   PFV.3SG  food.SG    beg.TR.NF     PREP  Deng 

 ‘Bol begged for food from Deng.’ 
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Theme properties specific to motion 

The theme must be portable or animate, e.g. the objects of affected-patient verbs, and non-portable 
inanimates are insufficiently agentive to be co-figures of movement. 

 

(20)   bóol   cɛ̤̀       ɟjo ó k     {luj}                 kɪ ̤̄ɪɪr 

 Bol  PFV.3SG   dog.SG   kill.in.secret.TR.AP.NF     river.SG.LOC 

 Intended: ‘Bol killed the dog in secret on the way to the river.’ 

 Speaker comment: But the dog is dead! [So how can he move?] 

 
It is possible for speakers to produce these forms if the distance is very small (e.g. with rɛ̄j ‘inside’). 
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Conclusion 

 Lexical restrictions on the distribution of associated motion forms on Nuer demonstrate: 

 Not all verbs permit valence changing AM: it is lexically restricted. 

 A primary split beween those verbs that do not have AM forms and those that do is motivated by 
agentivity. Verbs with ‘non-agentive’ As do not have AM forms of any type. This is observed even for 
affected-agent verbs. 

 Verbs that have implicit or overt goals do not allow AM.OBL forms, while those that only have 
AM.OBL forms appear to reflect argument coding restrictions.   

 Verbs most likely to have only AM forms (and not participate in the oblique alternation) have a highly 
affected patient.  

 The coding of multiplicative AM is important in better understanding the oblique alternation since it 
suggests the distribution of the o 
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